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100 Travel Tips For Seoul will direct you to the best places to go to while you visit Seoul for the first

time. You can focus on a few places or many places depending on how long you're planning to

spend time there.100 Travel Tips for Seoul is a book that is especially intended for people that have

never been to Seoul before. It includes indoor and outdoor activities as well as nightlife, shopping,

and cultural tips. 100 Travel Tips For Seoul is written by Scott Worden who is originally from Los

Angeles, California. He has lived in South Korea for the past 10 years and Seoul for the past eight

years.
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I started the conversation to my Korean friends, the 63 Building doesn't actually have 63 floors.The

book has lot of information and travelling tips about Korean culture and Tourist places at

Seoul.I.e.--How To get there?-How much spent?-The top indoor and outdoor activities.-Which

websites gives the best information?-Best palace, museums, 260 traditional homes that mirror the



Joseon Dynasty,Olympic Park, Seoul World Cup Stadium and Parks.-Bus services and Best

Shopping Places and Where to go for eat? I love riding , and yes there are many places and things I

must go and see, I love Gangnam,Korea's amazing pop star Psy. Gangnam has become a name

that everyone knows around the world but probably don't know what the word means.Discover

here?Overall I can say If you are planning to go to Seoul, This book give the fastest and easiest way

to get to any destination through 100 Travel Tips!! Thanks For the author.

Basically, what you are getting with this book is a collection of places you could visit and things you

can do. It is pretty basic info that's all compiled into one place with all you need to know such as

prices and phone numbers. I think the greatest advantages it provides are affordability and

convenience.Recently, I adjusted this review from 3 stars to 5 stars. In my previous review, I

complained about some convenience issues regarding the book's format and the author responded

very swiftly and sincerely to implement those changes. Because of the improved format (the

convenient table of contents) and quick response - I decided to bump it to 5 stars. This book

provides a sincere effort to help travelers in Korea, and given the price - it's clear the author's main

concern is helping travelers rather than making bank.Pros:-The price is fantastic. There's just no

competition in that area.-The information provided is pretty well organized and is just

enough.-Having this information available without having to use the internet is

convenient.-Conveniently formatted with the Table of Contents so you can browse and access the

information easily.Cons:- I don't think the title is accurate. These aren't really tips... but places you

can go and things you can do.- Perhaps there could be more details about the significance of the

places listedFinal Comments:If you're coming to Seoul, this could be very useful and is definitely the

best bang for your buck. Can't really go wrong with the price - and having this information on hand

and offline while visiting will be beneficial.

I am surprised at the scarce resources available concerning a trip to Seoul. I especially enjoy this

author's first hand descriptions and personal recommendations. The topics are clearly presented

without getting bogged down in too much information. I especially appreciate the tips on interacting

with the Korean people. Very friendly and encouraging read.

I have some Korean friends who talk all the time about traveling to Seoul and what a great

experience it is...this book is great to have on hand for when you do make that trek.I'm excited to

check it out and I like the bevy of tips provided in this book for a great price on everything from



nightlife (booze!..?) to cultural attractions...Great handbook for when I bring my Kindle with me to

Seoul next year hopefully :)

I enjoyed this book and appreciated the insights gained by Worden's extensive experience living in

South Korea. Even though I had visited Seoul many times, I still found some hidden gems through

this book. If you're heading to Seoul, pick this up!

The tips are quite good and the book is thorough. I wasn't really sure that Seoul is the best city to

visit in Asia, but the author gives some good tips on things to do if do happen to find yourself there.

Personally, I would recommend Hong Kong, Bangkok, or Kuala Lumpur way over Seoul, but

IÃ¢Â€Â™ve spent extensive time in the Korean capital city (and I'm just not that thrilled with it any

more). With that said, I do think the book gives you a really good array of things to do. The tips

provided are quite valuable, especially because Seoul and all of South Korea can be pretty

impenetrable for a non-Korean-speaking traveler. If you're planning a trip to Seoul, download this

book and use it as a reference. It will be helpful.

Although I am visiting a friend in Seoul who is more than happy to assist me, this book allowed me

to learn some pertinent Do's and Don't's within the culture. In addition. if was excellent at helping

me prioritize the places I wanted to visit.

Good ideas for things to do in Seoul. I found the advice sections helpful, along with suggestions for

activities that could be combined on a single day due to their proximity - useful in planning for a

short trip.
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